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Let us create a unique design for your kitchen, bathroom or outdoor space that 
will make your home, leisure or workspace come alive with the ancient beauty 
of mosaics. Traditional craftmanship  is used to create these mosaics to your

stunning focal point for your home.  Suitable for use as splashbacks, inlays,
decorative friezes and flooring, they are water resistant surfaces and extremely 
hard-wearing. 

own specifications, resulting in a luxurious and timeless decorative piece for 
your home or working environment. Using the finest quality murano, bizzaza 
and smalti glass from Italy, these handcrafted bespoke designs will create a

Nature, colour, pattern or even your favourite paintings may form part of the 
inspiration for the appearance of your mosaic and our designers will translate 
these elements into beautiful and unique designs  creating a textural , vibrant 
centrepiece that will delight for years to come.
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The  Design process begins with a full consultation, including a site visit if 
appropriate, resulting in hand rendered designs that will help us to determine 
material choices , colour schemes and formats for the final image.

Most designs are fully prepared in our studios and are fitted on site however 
large scale designs may require some work in-situ.  We offer an installation 
service or are happy to advise your own contractors on installation.

We work closely with you to ensure that your mosaic becomes a stunning 
addition to your environment and complements and enhances your 
surroundings, delivering unique beauty for many years to come.

Contemporary or traditional designs can be created to your own specification 
in a wide range of beautiful organic materials and colours. 
Contact us now to discuss your requirements.
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